General Comments

- Rather than just referring to BAS, include the high points of the actual BAS research in the consultant presentations - e.g., what criteria does the study test in what setting?
- What was the basis for selecting certain jurisdictions over others for comparison purposes?
- What are the minimum legal requirements? Write the min State & Fed requirements or recommendations.
- Lakes, Ponds & Streams impacted by flow control devices... As part of city's storm water after Oahu levels, dispose untreated storm water,
  impact developable areas of Private Property and effect the environment. City is taking Private Property and implementing a double standard on inequality of cases with/o/for Citizens - Likewise, Flow Rates, Buffers and Development Standards are based on non-natural conditions.

- Let's hear more about Banks!

- Thank you for challenging the old inherited KC standards!

- KC is not urban growth using their standards for comparison is inaccurate,
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